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Circle Score 1 2 3 COMMENTS 

Stage 
Appearance 

Choreography 
Poise, 

Mannerisms 
Movement 

Staging 
Dance 

wOutstanding posture 
and stage presence. 
wEnsemble uses facial 
expression. 
wPerformers exhibit 
precise and appropriate 
movements which reflect 
the music. 
 

wExcellent posture and 
stage presence. 
wSome of ensemble uses 
facial expression. 
wPerformers exhibit 
movements somewhat 
precise but do not always 
reflect the music. 
 

wInconsistent focus and 
professionalism. 
wMinimal use of facial 
expression. 
wPerformers are 
inconsistent in precision 
of movements and 
movements do not reflect 
the music at all times. 

 

Tone 
 Beauty 
Blend 

Control  
Clarity  

Resonance 

wWell-placed vowels. 
wExcellent ensemble 
sound. 
wConsistent color and 
quality in all ranges and 
registers. 
wOpen, resonant, well-
supported tone on all 
parts. 

wVowels not always 
consistent. 
wTone control/color 
varies in certain ranges 
and volumes. 
wOpen, resonant, well-
supported tone most of 
the time. 

wVowel performance not 
given attention. 
wTone production is 
lacking basic concept. 
wSupport is inconsistent. 
 

 

Intonation & 
Pitch 

Accuracy 
 Accuracy to 

printed pitches 

wPitches are accurate.  
wExcellent listening 
skills are evident. 
wAdjustments within 
melodic and harmonic 
contexts are made 
readily. 

wPitches are accurate 
most of the time. 
wListening skills 
inconsistent within 
ensemble. 
wSome problems exist in 
extreme ranges or 
difficult passages. 
wMost problems are 
corrected quickly.  

wPitches are inconsistent. 
wLack of attention to 
listening skills. 
wIntonation problems exist 
within the ensemble. 
wFew problems are 
corrected. 

 

Blend & 
Balance 

Likeness of 
qualities, 

Awareness of 
ensemble and 

accompaniment  

wExcellent melodic and 
harmonic balance. 
wAll sections/singers 
demonstrate excellent 
blend to ensemble 
sonority. 
wAccompaniment is 
balanced to ensemble. 

wGood balance/blend 
most of the time. 
wBalance/blend problems 
occur in difficult 
passages, but are quickly 
corrected. 
wFew accompaniment 
balance problems. 

wFrequent uncorrected 
balance/blend problems.  
wMusical lines are often 
unclear. 
wAccompaniment is not 
balanced well to 
ensemble. 

 

Vocal 
Technique 

 Diction 
Breathing 

  

wArticulation and diction 
are accurately performed. 
wEvidence of excellent 
breath control. 
wControl and posture 
enhance overall 
technique. 

wArticulation and diction 
are usually good. 
wBreath control is 
usually good. 
wSome inconsistencies in 
proper vocal technique 
and posture. 

wArticulation and diction 
lack accuracy and 
consistency.  
wMany passages lack 
consistency in proper 
vocal technique and/or 
breath control. 

 

Interpretation 
 Expression 

Tempo 
Style 

Phrasing 

wVery musical and 
sensitive performance. 
wAccurate style and 
tempos. 
wExcellent dynamic 
range. 
wPhrasing is consistently 
attended. 
 

wMeaningful 
interpretation most of the 
time. 
wStyle and tempos are 
accurate most of the 
time. 
wGood use of dynamic 
range. 
wPhrasing is usually 
good. 
 

wSome passages lack 
interpretation, phrasing 
and expression of the text. 
wStyle and tempos are 
inconsistently interpreted. 
wInconsistent attention 
given to dynamics. 
 
  

 

Rhythmic 
Accuracy & 
Language 

Rhythms 
Language 

wRhythms, attacks and 
releases are accurate and 
stylistically correct. 
wAppropriate 
pronunciation of 
language. 

wMost rhythms, attacks 
and releases are 
performed accurately. 
wSome problems with 
pronunciation of 
language. 

wAccuracy of rhythms, 
attacks and releases is 
inconsistent.  
wConsiderable problems 
exist with language and 
pronunciation. 

 


